1999 bmw 540i performance parts

If you're looking for quality BMW i performance parts, you've come to the right place. If you
can't find what you're looking for, try narrowing your search by using the Vehicle Selector
above. Simply set your year, make, model, and engine. When your vehicle is set, the
performance category will only display BMW i parts that fit your specific car. If you're still
having trouble finding the BMW i performance parts you need, email us at Contact Us to speak
to a knowledgeable customer service expert. We can even special order your parts if they are
not in stock. Note parts in this listing may not fit your selected vehicle or you may have no
vehicle selected. To be certain you are buying the correct parts for your car please use the
vehicle selector above to set your vehicle. In order to add an item to a project you must be
logged in. If you do not have an account please click the link below. Thank you for taking the
time to provide us with your suggestions for improving eEuroparts. If you have any questions
please contact us. Thank you for taking the time to let us know about an issue with one of our
listings. Want to narrow your results? We are processing a warranty replacement order for you.
Warranty replacement orders add a "hold" to your credit card in the amount of the replacement
order. This "hold" will only be completed into a charge in the event that the warranty item is not
returned to us within 1 week of receiving the replacement item or the item is being returned for
reasons other than the warranty issue stated. If you are using a debit card for this order the
"hold" will temporarily make the full amount of the funds unavailable for your use. If you're
using a debit card we suggest you switch to a credit card. Do I have your authorization to
proceed? Please select your T-Shirt size below. T-shirts may not ship with your order. Please
allow weeks for delivery This will not affect your orders shipment. Contact eEuroparts. Select
Your Vehicle to find parts that fit. Select a Year Your VIN returned multiple car options. This
happens when the VIN lookup software we use does not return specific engine or trim
information. Click your engine or body trim option below:. VIN: Vehicle Name:. This item
requires a VIN to order. The VIN is used to ensure that this part fits your vehicle. I agree to the
Special Order policy. Brake Hose Kit Stainless Steel. Add to Cart. Coil Spring Set Race.
Connecting Rod Bolt Set. Engine Air Filter. Shock Absorber - Rear. Strut Insert - Front. Wheel
Spacer Set. Wheel Spacer Set 10mm. Wheel Spacer Set 12mm. Wheel Spacer Set 15mm. Wheel
Spacer Set 15mm Black. Wheel Spacer Set 20mm. Wheel Spacer Set 30mm. Wheel Spacer Set
5mm. Wheel Spacer Set 5mm Black. Please Login In order to add an item to a project you must
be logged in. Share Link:. Thank you for your feedback. Log in here to share this part - Or Register an account below. Enter the name and email you would like to share this part with.
Your email has been sent. Select your vehicle below. Your shirt size has been selected! Would
you like to sell products for this vehicle on Amazon. Learn how. There's a problem loading this
menu right now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to
top. Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a language for shopping. Skip
to main content. Exterior Accessories. Mirrors Exterior Mirrors Towing Mirrors. Interior
Accessories. Amazon Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and
engage customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for
the Web. Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally.
Amazon Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics.
DPReview Digital Photography. East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion
Brands. Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. Amazon Subscription
Boxes Top subscription boxes â€” right to your door. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon
Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it
a second life. JavaScript seems to be disabled in your browser. You must have JavaScript
enabled in your browser to utilize the functionality of this website. TDot Performance is proudly
Canadian. Conceived in this great nation, our company strives to meet the needs of all
consumers for automotive parts, such as tires , bike racks , performance parts , and more, in
Canada. Our customers pay no customs, duties, or brokerage fees, ensuring that they get the
lowest prices anywhere domestically or internationally, some exclusions apply. We have found
a cart that you lost, please login. Largest source of car performance parts in Canada. My Cart.
You have no items in your shopping cart. Shop by Category. Brands Performance Parts View
All. Miscellaneous Light Components. Log In. Shop by Vehicle Year Select Year Save My
Garage. Home BMW I Join our mailing list to save now and receive future exclusive offers.
Sign-up and save! Receive exclusive offers through email. Get Coupon. Footer Menu. All rights
reserved. All manufacturer names, symbols, and descriptions used in our images and text are
used solely for identification purposes only. It is neither inferred nor implied that any item sold
by TDotPerformance is a product authorized by or in any way connected with any vehicle
manufacturers displayed on this page. View Desktop Site. Cart Found. For more information go
to BMW i Problems First introduced in as a mid-size luxury sedan, BMW i captivated the hearts
of many drivers and car enthusiasts. It was gifted with a modest 4. This allowed the i to offer a

comfortable driving experience that got even more accentuated by the traditional three-pedal,
six-speed manual transmission. However, great things come with some drawbacks as well. The
following are the problems that BMW i owners commonly run into:. The most common
complaint against the BMW i is the radiator failure. A number of i drivers report that their
radiators have cracked around the hose, causing these radiators to last for only up to 50, miles.
The alarming scenario, though, was during the actual failure of these radiators while the car was
running. A significant amount of steam appeared on the driver's front side, which obscured the
view of the road. It was a very dangerous situation, which could have resulted to road
accidents. It is argued that this radiator problem roots from a manufacturing defect or poor
design, but there are still no official findings as to the cause of these radiator cracks. Electrical
system glitches in the BMW i are varied. They are not exclusive to a certain part or system.
These problems range from sunroof or windows that fail to close completely to serious
overheating of tail light bulbs that could possibly cause fire hazard. Electrical short due to a
faulty thermostat is also among the common problems included in this category, which could
possibly result to further damage like melted wirings. The power train is responsible for sending
power from its source to drive mechanism, but the BMW i has been criticized for its automatic
transmission failure. According to a number of i owners, the reverse gear suddenly stopped
working without any indicator of wear or damage. This could have been the result of an internal
slippage or damage, which eventually caused the transmission to go into neutral or safe mode.
Want to know what the i model name stands for? Generally, BMW uses three digits in the
nomenclature that are followed by one or two letters. These digits and letters describe the size
and the engine of the car. Since the BMW i's first number is 5, it signifies that it's a
medium-sized car. The last two digits signify the engine size in 10ths of liters. Since the BMW i
has "40" at the end, it shows that the model has a 4-liter engine. The suffix "i" means that the
car is fuel injected. Surprisingly, the BMW i was not included in the list of the cars that were
stolen in the movie. It was used as the cop car to chase the thieves and their stolen vehicles.
Since its introduction , the BMW i has received numerous distinctions from different critics in
the automotive industry. In its debut, the vehicle has been included in the 10 Best Cars of Car
and Driver magazine. Aside from that, editors at car website Edmunds. Since the vehicle was
designed for class and luxury, the BMW i has been chosen as one of the official presidential
cars by leaders from countries like Brunei, Bulgaria, and Spain. To maintain the luxurious and
expensive appeal of the vehicle, BMW has equipped all of the i models with genuine leather and
wood, unlike some vehicles from other BMW series that was made with leatherette. Another
amazing thing is that the window remote of the i, when held down for a few seconds, will open
all the windows simultaneously, including the car's sun roof. If you like a classic look and you
still own cassette tapes, the CD player that's mounted on the dashboard of the BMW i can
actually be replaced to a cassette player at the request of the owner. Aside from this old school
mod, the steering wheel of the car actually moves away from you when you enter and exit the
vehicle. Now that's mixing the past and the future in one car. Highly regarded by car enthusiasts
and critics because of its excellent performance, the BMW i mixes luxury with power in a
mid-sized sedan. Its aerodynamic, all-steel body was designed to provide protection and to
increase torsion rigidity. Although these features are truly notable, there's still some chink in
the BMW i's armor. Read on to know some of problems car owners have experienced with the
BMW i. One issue that has affected a great number of BMW i units was a faulty engine cooling
system. The problem came from malfunctioning components of the cooling system such as the
thermostat, water pump, and pump belt. This resulted to an increase in the coolant temperature
and system pressure. It has also produced cracks and damage on the nearby parts that were
affected. BMW has issued a recall of around , units that were affected. Car dealers were
instructed to install a new radiator cap to control the coolant's pressure and to provide better
flow in an unlikely event of an overheating engine. Another common problem encountered with
the BMW i was its malfunctioning speed control system particularly the throttle cables. Due to
strong vibrations and some environmental factors, the plastic bushing of the cables on broke,
and this caused the separation of the bushing to the cable housing. This lead to failure to
decelerate that's very dangerous especially if the vehicle's engaged in cruise control. Over ,
BMW i units were potentially affected by this problem; and BMW has instructed dealers to
install a spring steel clip on the outer tube of each cable in the area of the plastic bushing. The
clip was placed to prevent the dislodgment of the busing from the cable housing. The air bags
on certain BMW i units were also problematic because they have the tendency to activate
unintentionally. This was caused by the malfunctioning microprocessor in the air bag control
module. The result can be a serious injury if the air bags were deployed while the driver is close
to the steering wheel. Aside from that, since the air bags were activated, the battery safety
terminal can also turn on that can cause the starter cable to be disconnected from the battery,

and the vehicle to lose power. My BMW i just reached its first 60, miles yesterday. Everything
seems fine until I found a puddle of oil underneath the hood this morning. I wonder where it
came from since it's the first time that something has leaked in my vehicle. What should I look
for? Hitting your first 60, miles is not only a milestone but also a signal that your car needs a
maintenance check-up. The oil leak could be due to a faulty or worn-out valve cover gasket or a
cracked intake manifold and PCV plate. Locate these parts and check their condition. It is
important to replace the worn-out and damaged parts as soon as possible to keep the engine oil
from leaking. Also, don't forget to top up your engine oil. Make sure to use only the
recommended brand by your manufacturer. You can find this information in your owner's
manual. This morning, I noticed that something is leaking from the cooling system of my BMW i.
I cannot point which component is causing the leak though. What should I do? The cooling
system of your BMW might have developed cracks over time, which caused the leaks. It is not
an unusual problem, and it is normal for your vehicle's parts to become worn out due to
overlapping labor and frequent use. BMW cars typically use plastic parts in its system, which
are very susceptible to cracks and damage. When this happens, visit your dealer and have all
the worn-out parts replaced immediately. This is to ensure that there will no longer be leaks in
your cooling system and that your other car components will not get compromised as well. I
was very disappointed with my BMW yesterday. I was driving with a few important passengers
onboard when my heater fan failed. The speed didn't vary even though I changed it, and it won't
turn off even when I already turned off my engine. Worse, it won't turn on when I checked it this
morning. Your problem is due to a failed blower final stage fan resistor. When this part fails, the
heater fan speed becomes uncontrollable, making it remain in a particular setting. When this
happens, it is important to replace the resistor with a new one immediately to ensure that the
fan will work again. Lately, I noticed that my vehicle needs more power steering fluid than I've
had before. I regularly top up my car's fluids, but this time, the power steering fluid was emptied
earlier than expected. What's wrong with my vehicle? There might be a leak in one or more of
your vehicle's power steering hoses. It is important to have all of the leaking hoses to be
replaced in one sitting to ensure that the fluid will not leak again. Your vehicle usually loses the
fluid when it is sitting or parked in your garage. You can find the leaks around the compression
connection of metal and rubber joints. Replace all the leaking parts immediately. The BMW
5-Series in general is a lineup of top-performing and premium sport sedans. It is remarked for
making excellent combinations of performance, luxury, and comfort. Included in the lineup is
the BMW i which had been introduced the year Since then, it attracted various consumers and
car enthusiasts because of its excellent handling and speed. Also notable in the whole
existence of the model is its sports packages that came twice in five years. The model was
discontinued in after only ten years of production, but it had a decent run in the market and on
the road. It is also very much noted for its unbelievable accelerating powers, being able to reach
60 mph from flat zero in just 6. The driving was even made better with its upgraded brakes,
5-speed automatic transmission, and rich interior features. It showcased a cassette player with
10 speakers, way adjustable front seats, leather seats, and power windows. Come , the BMW i
became available in an M-Sport package, exciting many performance aficionados everywhere.
However, it was able to reinforce the true BMW handling by adding self-leveling rear
suspension, sport seats, and some other parts from the M5 model. When the 5-Series entered
the E39 line in , the BMW i underwent outstanding improvements both in functions and comfort.
Its engine upgraded into the 4. It also had ABS brakes, electronic brake assist, traction control,
and stability control system. Also integrated is the Adaptive Transmission Control system
which recognizes and adapts to various driving styles. The premium performance was matched
with luxurious features such as more spacious interior, leather steering wheel, genuine wood
trim, separate driver and front passenger climate controls, and rain-sensing wipers above all.
During this time, the BMW i was thought of as a dream car that did not need any more upgrades.
This is until the second sports package came. What made it distinguishable at one glance is its
black trim, setting it apart from the standard BMW i that had chrome trims by the window. It also
had 4-wheel power disc brakes, speed-sensitive power steering, and inch wheels and tires.
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